“Pass SB158 – The Religious
Freedom Amendment.”

Call the toll-free Legislative Message Line at (800)372-7181
and leave a kind but firm phone message for your State Representative. (The receptionist will know who he/she is). Tell them:

Now it must pass the House and YOU can make the difference!

Several U.S. Supreme Court decisions have undermined the “free
exercise clause” of the First Amendment saying it only applies to state
and local situations if individual states legislate it into their law. More
than half the states have acted to restore this freedom . . . but
KENTUCKY HAS YET NOT ACTED!!! SB158 just passed the Senate.

Here are a few things that SB158 will protect: 1) Religious symbols
on graves and memorial sites; 2) The rights of the military to have God
mentioned and prayers said at their funerals; 3) Students to be able
to “thank God” in their graduation speeches; and 4) Nurses to be
able to refuse to participate in abortions.

Senate Bill 158 – The Religious Freedom Amendment –
will restore religious liberty protection for Kentucky.

Unfortunately, many in America today are seeking to establish not
freedom “of” religion but freedom “from” religion. Activists claim
the First Amendment prohibits the mention of God or displaying
religious symbols in public places because it “establishes” a religion.

Free exercise of our religious liberty is
under attack. Our Founding Fathers
established our religious freedom in the
First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution,
saying, “Congress shall make no law
respecting the establishment of religion,
or prohibiting the free exercise thereof . . . ”

The Message Line is open 7AM to 11PM EST M-TH and until 6:00 F.
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the “compelling interest test.” Three years later, Congress almost unanimously reinstated this test, but in 1997 the
Supreme Court ruled that Congress could not require states to use the test. Therefore, it has been left to each
individual state to re-establish the “compelling interest test” for everything other than federal matters.
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History: Prior to 1990, the Courts used the “compelling interest test” when deciding religious liberty claims.
However, in a bad 1990 decision, Employment Division of Oregon vs. Smith, the U. S. Supreme Court threw out

If we stand together and act, as our forefathers did, we will win this battle!

Why Do We Need It?

If we stand together and act, as our forefathers did, we will win this battle!

The Religious Freedom Amendment is a response to the
significant loss of religious liberty protection over the last
twenty years. When passed and ratified, it will restore, at
the state and local level, the standard that has historically
James Madison, Father of the Constitution
protected religious freedom. This standard, known as the
“compelling interest test” requires the government to first
prove it has a “compelling interest” before it can take action that restricts someone’s religious freedom. Compelling
interests as defined by the courts include things such as the protection of life, liberty, property, and health of others.
The government would also have to prove that it is using the “least restrictive means” to accomplish its compelling
interest, thereby infringing minimally on someone’s or some group’s free exercise of religion.

We are the light of the world – a city on a hill.
Let YOUR light shine!

What is it?

“All men should enjoy the
fullest toleration in the
exercise of religion
according to the dictates of
conscience, unpunished and
unrestrained by the magistrate,
unless, under color of religion
any man disturb the peace,
the happiness,
or safety of society.”

We are the light of the world – a city on a hill.
Let YOUR light shine!

SB158: Religious
Freedom Amendment

Today: After the federal government re-established this standard at the federal level, more than half of the state
governments acted to re-establish the ”compelling interest test.” Kentucky has NOT yet acted. Recent efforts,
such as the federal government attempting to force the Catholic Church and its associated Catholic groups to
violate their beliefs regarding contraception and abortifacients, point out the need to clarify and strengthen this
area of the law. It is the “compelling interest test” that has been cited in the February 2012 suit filed in federal
court by Catholic groups and individuals to reverse the action taken by the current administration to violate their
religious freedom. Regardless of what some in Washington may want to do, a Kentucky Constitution amended
with SB 158 will protect religious freedom for Kentucky citizens at the state and local levels.

What It Won’t Do
The use of the “compelling interest test” for over 80 years and it’s re-establishment in more than half the states
has not created new religious rights. This requirement has not negated other civil rights or resulted in an
abundance of religious liberty cases. Rather, the restoration of our originally established religious freedom in this
manner has given religious people and religious institutions protection from the often unintentional but real
intrusion of government bureaucracy into this precious and unique freedom.
The details and verbiage of SB158 can be seen at:

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/record/12RS/SB158.htm

Recent Questions:
Would this allow Sharia Law? Of course not. That would violate BOTH the establishment clause (no
religion can be established by government) AND also fail the “compelling interest test” — Kentucky government
would certainly have a compelling interest to disallow some other, competing governing system.
Is this being done to get conservatives out to vote in the Fall election? No! This amendment
benefits ALL people of faith — it safeguards religious freedom for everyone. Amendments can only be passed
during a regular Fall election and it is time for this one now. In addition, conservatives already have reasons to
vote this fall because of their concerns. (So do liberals.) Besides, Democrats and Republicans and Independents can ALL lead on this measure — no one group can claim credit.

